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Email Protection

May the Fourth Be With You Always! 

While World Password Day is celebrated on May 4th, passwords 
are such an important link in the information security chain we 
think they’re worth honoring every day of the year! Start now with 
the following training tools. 
 
For Those On The Go 
Our mobile-friendly Click Thinking Express Passwords module 
covers the basics and more in less than a minute.  
 
For In-Depth Insights  
Check out the long-form Passwords Module with or without quiz 
or the Passwords and Multi-Factor Authentication Click Thinking 
Interactive Training curricula. 
 
In addition to these, we offer more than 130 landing pages that 
test whether an individual will surrender a password in a phishing  
simulation. Find all of these materials in the Content Center.
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NEW THIS MONTH

Technical Support and Product Training 
 
   North America   1 408 342 5300 

    Phone Europe  +43 0 5081 007 800  or  

             +44 0 1256 300 102 

    Chat: https://www.barracuda.com/support/index 

    Email: support@barracuda.com 

    Live: https://barracudaphishlinetraining.as.me/ 

UPDATES

Spring Benchmarking Wrap-Up

We’d like to thank those who participated in our recent Spring  
Benchmarking campaign for the opportunity to gain valuable insights 
into what makes people click. Some statistical highlights include: 
 
 • 40 participating organizations

 • 43,000 total emails sent 
 • An average click rate of 3.44% 
 
Our next opportunity for benchmarking will be in Fall. Make plans to 
participate now and learn why it’s important to do so here. 

     Quick! It’s Time to Test! 
     Running a simulated phishing campaign  
     slip your mind this month and now the 

CEO is asking? Just click the Quick Launch button in the upper right 
corner of the SAT dashboard for instant access to a growing catalog 
of ready-to-go simulations. All you have to do is choose, and you’ll 
have good news for the boss in no time!

New ‘Staying Safe Online’ Curricula Now Available 

It’s widely estimated that people 
spend between six and ten 
hours a day online. Keeping 
them safe while doing so—and 
protecting your organization’s 
sensitive data–just got easier 
thanks to our latest interactive training module, Staying Safe Online.  
Featuring something for everyone including games, infographics and 
hilarious educational videos offered by the National Cybersecurity 
Alliance, our interactive training modules are receiving high praise 
from those who’ve incorporated them into their training strategy. 
Check them all out in the Content Center today.

https://campus.barracuda.com/product/phishline/doc/84967786/understanding-benchmark-campaigns/?sl=AYfnPtNEXjGOYgwngdgu&so=6

